Case Study
Clean Harbors Exceeds Xcel
Energy’s Standards in HPFF Circuit
Removal Project
Xcel Energy Inc. is one of the leading utility
companies in North America serving millions of
electric and gas customers in eight West and Midwest
states stretching from Minnesota to Texas. The
company maintains high standards in customer
satisfaction, reliability, safety and the environment.
Its environmental efforts are well established and well
recognized. Xcel Energy is the nation's number one
wind power provider with a renewable energy
portfolio that also includes hydro power, waste to
energy (refuse-derived fuel) and biomass. It is also
testing wind energy battery storage facilities, which
are necessary for fully leveraging wind resources. The
National Renewable Energy Lab's ranking of green
pricing programs consistently places Xcel Energy’s
Windsource and Renewable Energy Trust initiative
first in the number of customers out of more than
500 U.S. utilities.

Highlights
Clean Harbors Transformer Services group
removed High Pressure Fluid Filled (HPFF)
circuits at the Xcel Energy substation in Amarillo,
Texas. The project exceeded the customer’s
expectation in terms of Clean Harbors’
professionalism and the environmental handling of
the oil, cable and other materials.
•

Removed ~1,000 ft. of HPFF cables

•

Suctioned oil from conduit before removing
the cable

•

Cleaned, capped and buried the conduit
in place

•

Completed the project ahead of schedule

practices to ensure that Environmental Health &
Safety (EH&S) guidelines are followed for every
project. The company also assigns an Environmental
Engineer to its construction projects.

An environmental approach to operations
Xcel Energy extends environmental stewardship to its
day-to-day operations as well. It has a longstanding
relationship with Clean Harbors Environmental
Services for the removal and disposal of hazardous
materials from many of its sites. Under a newly
expanded master contract, Clean Harbors is now able
to provide a wider range of environmental services
including services for transformers and oil filled
electrical equipment.
One of the most environmentally sensitive functions
performed by Xcel Energy is the demolition of sites
and structures that contain hazardous materials. The
company has developed sophisticated demolition
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Upgrading facilities
Xcel Energy is constantly upgrading its power
generation and distribution facilities to improve
operational efficiency. This was the case at the
Nichols Substation in Amarillo, Texas where Xcel
Energy management defined a project to increase the
site’s capacity by replacing transformers, circuits and
the supporting infrastructure. Similar projects had
been completed in Colorado, but it was the first
project of its type in Texas.
Explained Jeffrey West, CHMM, REM, REP, Team
Lead for the Xcel Energy Environmental Services
Group, who was assigned to the project, “We were
upgrading two transformers on the site and that
entailed the removal of the existing cabling and
conduit that connected the two transformers to the
grid. The project also required the removal of the
associated steel structure, concrete pedestals,
manifolds and headers. The cable itself was in a
conduit that was filled with transformer mineral oil. It
wasn't hazardous or toxic but we deemed it as an
environmental project because proper removal and
disposal is required.”
The normal approach for removing High Pressure
Fluid Filled (HPFF) cables consists of digging a pit,
lining it with plastic, pulling the cable from the
conduit and letting spilled oil accumulate in the pit.
The oil and other debris are cleaned up after the
project is completed. Xcel Energy wanted to take a
better approach that sought to contain all of the oil
and debris at every stage of the removal process.
Clean Harbors gets the contract
Xcel Energy turned to Clean Harbors Transformer
Services group, which provides comprehensive
services for managing the entire life cycle of
transformers and oil filled electrical equipment. Xcel
Energy was comfortable with the choice based on

Clean Harbor’s past environmental services
performance at their facilities. Said West, “Clean
Harbors is a large, reputable company with excellent
insurance coverage. Our audits of the company have
been stellar.”
Clean Harbors submitted a proposal detailing the
services required to remove the ~1,000 ft. 115 Kv
underground HPFF Bus Tie cable/conduit assembly
that was pressurized to 180 psi. As an environmental
services company, Clean Harbors’ proposal placed
hazardous materials management at the center of the
project and addressed all of West’s environmental
concerns.

The Clean Harbors Transformer Services group also
agreed to work on a tight schedule to minimize the
disruption to Xcel Energy’s operations. “Time is of
the utmost essence because every time we shut
something down something else has to work twice as
hard and we don't want that to happen very long,”
explained West.
Xcel Energy specified that the cable would be
removed, and the conduit cleaned, capped and buried
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in place in an environmentally sound condition. All
of the above ground structures were to be removed
and their hazardous materials recovered. The cable
itself would be recycled by Xcel Energy’s scrap
contractor. The electrical circuits designated for
removal would be de-energized and de-pressurized,
but the substation itself would continue to operate.
Attention to detail
Taking a more environmentally sensitive approach to
the project, Clean Harbors Transformer Services
group lined the worksite with plastic to ensure that if
there were any spills they would be contained and
recovered. However, rather than removing the cable

Clean Harbors’ approach, West said, “Clean Harbors
was very proactive in the way that it tapped the line,
getting the oil out. It wasn’t easy. We did it during
the winter months so the mineral oil was the
consistency of molasses. They did an excellent job – I
don't think there was a single drop spilled out there.”
The cable sections were then placed into a roll-off
container provided by the scrap contractor. It was a
typical roll-off – a well-used unit that was not water
tight. “Clean Harbors knew that we were going to
have leakage problems with rain coming in,” said
West. “So they lined the box with plastic. They went
above and beyond to make sure the box was properly
loaded and staged for the scrap contractor to come in
before the rain. We appreciated that extra step.”
The end result was that the site was left in an
environmentally sound condition with everything
removed or secured in place. Xcel Energy was able to
update the system with more advanced, better
insulated circuits utilizing higher Kv non-HPFF
underground cable, reducing the site’s environmental
liability.
Perhaps the most fitting testimony comes from an
unsolicited letter that West wrote to Clean Harbors
after project completion. He said:

and then cleaning the conduit, the Clean Harbors
crew suctioned most of the fluid from the conduit
before the cable was removed. This reduced the
mineral oil level and made it easier to clean the cable
as it was extracted. The conduit was then swabbed to
remove the remaining oil, the ends were welded and it
was buried in place.
The cable itself was removed in 30 ft. sections and
immediately wrapped in plastic. Commenting on

…This particular project was placed on a fast track
due to an impending date of delivery of a new
transformer. Your company responded in an
expeditious manner and completed the job well ahead
of the required schedule. The staff on site was
courteous, professional and handled a multitude of
challenges in a successful manner. They coordinated
their activities well with other contractors on site for a
seamless integration of site activities. The crews on
site are a testament to the professional nature of your
company. Thank you for the excellent service that
Clean Harbors always provides to Xcel Energy.
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